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Contextual Research
What does it do?
The circular saw allows people to make a straight cut in various materials. It’s compact and lightweight design allows for it to be 
operated with one hand. While holding the material down with your non-dominant hand and the circular saw with your dominant hand, 
you can quickly make long straight cuts. The circular saw is commonly used on larger sheets of wood such as particle board and 
plywood (typically found in most building construction).

Where is it found being used?
The circular saw is most notably found at construction sights for large projects that may require long and straight cuts. The advantage 
that a circular saw has over other saws is the circular saw’s ability to make a seamless and continuous cut.

Why is it valuable to the user?
The circular saw allows the user to cut through most materials single-handedly with a relatively powerful motor and can be transported 
from place to place with ease.

How does it work generally?
The saw blade rotates and is pushed through a material to create a continuous straight cut

Who are users of who uses it?
Any person that is knowledgeable in power tools, carpentry, and any other activity or job that requires portable cutting.



Competitors

Competitor: Skil 7-¼-Inch Circular Saw Beam Laser Guid 
Unique Features: Laser Guide   
Price: $59.99

Competitor: DEWALT 6-½-Inch 20V MAX Circular Saw
Unique Features: 20V Battery Operated
Price: $106.87



Competitors
Competitor: Makita 7-¼-Inch Circular Saw
Unique Features: Magnesium Components
Price: $127.00

Competitor: PORTER-CABLE 7-¼-Inch Circular Saw  
Unique Features: Heavy Duty Steel Shoe   
Price: $53.37



Competitors
Competitor: Milwaukee 6-½-Inch Cordless Circular Saw
Unique Features: 18V Lithium Ion Cordless/Electronic Brake
Price: $97.26

Competitor: Ryobi One+ 5-½-Inch Cordless Circular Saw 
Unique Features: 18V Lithium Ion Cordless   
Price: $48.64



Competitors
Competitor: BLACK+DECKER 5-½-Inch Cordless Circular Saw
Unique Features: 20V MAX Cordless
Price: $66.97

Competitor: Bosch 6-½-Inch Cordless Circular Saw 
Unique Features: 18V Lithium Ion Cordless   
Price: $119.00
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Contextual Research
Who are the Stakeholders in the product’s success or failure?

Manufacturers: Chervon (HK) Ltd (North America and the European)
Retail Vendors: Home Depot, Ace Hardware, Lowe’s, Walmart Supercenter
Shippers: FedEx, UPS, Amazon, USPS

What are the predominant technologies used in the product and for how long have they been the same?

1. The cordless/battery operated circular saw was patented by Black and Decker Inc on August 13, 1998. 
However, there are still a wide range of corded circular saw still on the market due to power constraints. 
Patent Number US6996909B1 [https://patents.google.com/patent/US6996909]

 
2. The first power tool with a brushless motor was patented by Max Co Ltd on January 1, 2007. Brushless motors 

are great for power tools as it reduces the chances of motor failure caused by debris. Patent Application 
Number US20100253162A1 
[https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100253162A1/en?q=power&q=tool&q=brushless+motor&q=patent&oq=power+tool+brus
hless+motor+patent]

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6996909
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100253162A1/en?q=power&q=tool&q=brushless+motor&q=patent&oq=power+tool+brushless+motor+patent
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20100253162A1/en?q=power&q=tool&q=brushless+motor&q=patent&oq=power+tool+brushless+motor+patent
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Product History

https://sawingpros.com/skill-saw-vs-circular-saw/

https://sawingpros.com/skill-saw-vs-circular-saw/


Safety Issues

https://www.consumerreports.org/cro/news/2007/08/recall-of-skil-circular-saws/index.htm

https://www.consumerreports.org/cro/news/2007/08/recall-of-skil-circular-saws/index.htm


Safety Issues

https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2007/robert-bosch-tool-corp-recalls-skil-circular-saws-due-to-laceration-hazard

https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2007/robert-bosch-tool-corp-recalls-skil-circular-saws-due-to-laceration-hazard


Actionable Insights/Safety

1. A circular saw with a blade guard designed so that debris and saw dust will not prevent the guard from retracting. Allow 
a clear and clean path for the blade guard to retract.

2. Remove any switches or buttons that allow the saw to operate without the trigger being depressed. Design to where 
trigger must be depressed at all times during operation.

3. Design a mechanism in which the blade or base plate can be adjusted to the depth of the material being cut to prevent 
unnecessary exposure of the blade underneath. 

Serious injury can be negated by implementing some of these actionable insights based on safety concerns.
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Human Factors Task Analysis: Pre-Operational Tasks



Pre-Operational Tasks



Pre-Operational Tasks



Operational Tasks



Operational Tasks



Post-Operational Tasks



Post-Operational Tasks



Actionable Insights

1. The Pre-Operational tasks seem very lengthy in comparison to the Operational tasks. By eliminating some of 
the Pre-Operational tasks, users can accomplish Operational tasks quicker.

2. Post-Operational tasks are dependant on the mission which can be difficult to modify; However, by reducing the 
amount of cleaning needed in Post-Operation, it is necessary to reduce mess during the Operational tasks.

Pre-Operational: 
Operational:

Post-Operational:

24
14
15+ (dependent on situation)

Step Count:
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Self Assessment
Being employed in an industry that uses power tools on a daily basis, I can say with confidence that I am relatively 
familiar with the circular saw. John and Deon (my bosses) have been working in the hardwood flooring and home 
remodeling business for over 40 years combined and were just the right people to ask about what they thought of 
the circular saw. 



Discussion Guide
-How often do you use a circular saw in your profession?

-What type of tasks require you to use the circular saw?

-Do you feel the circular saw is necessary to have in your tool kit?

-Are there other tools that are more important for your business?

-What is the biggest issue you face with the circular saw?

-What do you feel would be the best ways to fix this issue?

-Is there any other tool that can accomplish what a circular saw can?

-If so, what tool is used and how is the task completed?

-Would you prefer a corded circular saw or a cordless circular saw and why?

-If you could combine the circular saw with another tool, which tool would be the best fit?



Interviewee Respondent Plan

Name: John Sullivan
Business: Hardwood Flooring 
Tool Familiarity: Very High 
Interview Date: Feb 19, 2020



Interviewee Respondent Plan

Name: Deon Miller
Business: Home Remodeling 
Tool Familiarity: Very High 
Interview Date: Feb 15, 2020

Name: TJ Rickard
Business: Flooring/Remodel 
Tool Familiarity: High 
Interview Date: Feb 15, 2020



Interview Results: John Sullivan

How often?

Tasks? 

Necessity?

Importance?

Issue?

Power?

Combination?

Once or twice a 
month...

Wood floor 
repairs...

Dust: 
7-¼ inch to 4-¼ 

inch...

It’s a must 
have...

Inside vs 
Outside...

Could halt work 
without...

Miter Saw or 
Table Saw...

Customer 
Happiness



Interview Results: Deon Miller and T.J.

How often?

Tasks? 

Importance

Issue?

Power?

Combination

Once or twice a 
month...

Custom 
Platforms...

Versatility...

Portability...

Some tools more 
important...

Miter Saw or 
Table Saw...



Important Insights

Attach circular saw 
to miter saw frame



Important Insights

Extraction and 
vacuum options for 
dust retention



User Needs Hierarchy/Product Specifications
Users Needs Hierarchy:

1. Implement multi-tool functionality
2. Makes cuts with reduced dust
3. Power to cut and portability
4. Make customers comfortable in their own home
5. Keeping noise and dust to a minimum

Product Specifications

1. Reduce dust by 20%
2. Adjustable speed up/down by 25%
3. Quiet motor noise by 50%
4. Create multi-tool versatility
5. Ergonomic comfortability by 10%
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Human Factors Task Analysis: Pre-Operational Tasks



Pre-Operational Tasks
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Operational Tasks
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Post-Operational Tasks



Post-Operational Tasks



Insights Gained

1. By having a vacuum attachment to the saw, the amount of cleanup during the Post-Operational tasks can be significantly 
reduced.

2. Implementing a cordless version of the circular saw, time spent and cord interference is eliminated. Instead, that time spent 
can be used towards Operational tasks.

3. Removal of trigger-lock buttons can reduce manufacturing costs and safety concerns.

Pre-Operational: 
Operational:

Post-Operational:

24
14
4+ (dependent on situation)

New Step Count:



Customer Needs
Heavy Body: Increase amount of light metals/other durable materials by 20%

Heavy Body: Reduce amount of heavy metals by 20%

No Safety Button/Switch:   Reduce faulty activation by 90%

Too many different clean up tools:   Reduce cleanup by 60%

Saw speeds produce dust:   Create optional speed control
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Visual User Profile
Circular saws are a necessary tool for the everyday construction worker that builds homes. The 
circular saw can be also be used in other various job sites that require a specific function.



Life Cycle Assessment



Estimated Impacts



Exploded View



Actionable Insights

1. Reduce weight in the saw by using a high strength nylon 
polymer for housings and blade guards.

2. Internal rechargeable battery to eliminate the use and 
disposal of rubberized power cords.

3. Use a brushless motor to reduce weight while maintaining life 
expectancy.

4. 3 speed variable switch to adjust to user needs, materials, 
and extending battery life.

5. Reduce overmolding and unnecessary material production.
6. Explore moto configurations for ergonomic use.
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Existing and 3 new Drive-Train Config.

Existing

Belt Driven

Direct

Worm Drive

gears

belt



Motor Technology



3 Motor Variations



1:1 Scale Model Cardboard



1:1 Scale Model Cardboard

Pivoting 
Handle

High Torque 
Gear Box

Reduction of 
Materials

Two vacuum 
ports

Brushless 
Motor



Improvement Opportunities

-Reduction of overall weight to the housing components and blade guards will 
significantly reduce user fatigue during operation.

-Creating a multi-tool function with a miter saw will allow the user to purchase at a 
lower cost while achieving the same goal.

-Incorporating a lower Amp/hr battery with a ‘between use’ rechargeable station (the 
case) will reduce weight and overall Okala impact factors. 



Design Statement

“A worker who can is much more 
effective than a worker who can’t. 

Give workers a tool that will 
improve their performance” 
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Future of Batteries

https://www.graphene-info.com/graphene-batteries

https://www.graphene-info.com/graphene-batteries


Improvement Opportunities
-Reduction of overall weight to the housing components and blade guards will 
significantly reduce user fatigue during operation.

-Lighter weight large DC motor, towards the rear of the saw will affect weight 
and balance, giving the overall saw a more lightweight feel.

-Graphene Cell Batteries are lighter, smaller, and pack a larger charge which 
will greatly improve weight reduction during operation.

-Incorporating a lower Amp/hr battery with a ‘between use’ rechargeable station (the 
case) will reduce weight and overall Okala impact factors. 

-Solid State Graphene Cell battery production reduces the amounts of 
carbons which in turn creates a more eco friendly battery.

-With the future of Graphene in general, high energy, high capacity, and high 
output are all possible, creating a very powerful and portable form of energy.
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Profile Comparison

12in

11.5in

6in

8.5in

2½ inches 
thinner

1½ inches top 
to bottom less

8in

9.5inONLY ½ inch 
longer



Profile Comparison Improvement

- I was able to reduce the width of the saw by 2 inches without 
much adjustment to the overall length of the saw. 

- Reducing the width also helped in balancing left to right as 
the rear motor and blade are positioned in a linear fashion 
from front to rear.

Motor Side HeavierEvenly Distributed



Material Improvement

- Replaced steel and magnesium parts with kevlar reinforced 
polymers for lighter weight without sacrificing durability and safety. 

- Large AC brush motor was replaced with a high powered brushless 
DC motor with equal power.
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TYTE Tool Circular Saw in Use



Final Models/Renders



Final Models/Renders

Customizable options: Blade size, Guard size, and Base plate



Final Models/Renders

Safety Lever Speed Adjustment



Final Models/Renders

Charge 
Case



Final Models/Renders

Rotational molded textured case with added paints



Final Models/Renders



Final Models/Renders


